
‘‘Don’t Blow It/A Rising Tide’ turns One Colorado into one of 
Pasadena’s edgiest exhibits   December 23, 2009   By Carl Kozlowski 

Over the next few days, the husband-wife artist team of Alex Kritselis and Joey Forsyte 
will be reacquainting people with Mother Earth through an extravagant array of images 
in a dazzling new video project at the One Colorado Courtyard. 

With the exhibit “Don’t Blow It/A Rising Tide,” the dynamic duo has utilized the latest 
video technology to present a timeless message about Earth’s beauty and the need to 
preserve it. 

Using a Canon EOS 5-D Mark II or 7-D high-definition digital camera on shoots around 
the planet, as well as digital projection equipment provided by the New Media 

Center at Pasadena City College 
(where Kritselis is the dean of the 
college’s Visual Arts and Media 
Studies Division), the pair has 
created a visual backdrop in the 
courtyard that gives a hauntingly 
enjoyable new life to the stately 
structure of the long-shuttered 
former Gordon Biersch restaurant 
and brewery.

The images will change a few 
times before the exhibit’s end on Jan. 3, but the initial video that launched the night of 
Dec. 17 features a combination of under-water footage of people swimming and what 
appears to be a vast seascape that is actually footage of a massive aquarium at Long 
Beach’s Aquarium of the Pacific. The combined footage, displayed on 13 glass doors 
and windows of the Biersch building through 13 projectors, is designed to make view-
ers consider rising ocean water, making a subtle allusion to melting ice caps and global 
warming. 
“We’re both interested in what’s happening with the environment,” says Forsyte, who is 
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a producer, director and director of photography. “We know people who went with the 
Algalita Foundation on a trip to the middle of the ocean where the Pacific Gyre exists 
as a mass of plastic trash twice the size of Texas, and a friend showed me a bottle of 
water from there. It floored me and gave me the idea to focus on water first with this. 
The ideas happened in a random, organic kind of way. It also ties in with the rising 
ocean water issue, and we hope it ties together the two themes in a way that isn’t too 
didactic.” 

Kritselis has created similar public-art video installations in the past, particularly by pro-
jecting footage on the 200-foot walls of the PCC administration building on Pasadena 
Artnights. But he and Forsyte — who met seven years ago and have been married for 
nearly three years — decided to make this exhibit their first collaboration after strolling 
through Old Pasadena a few months ago. 

“We both love architecture and movies, and the idea was that One Colorado is at the 
heart and center of Pasadena,” says Kritselis, a native of Greece who grew up inspired 
by the view of the Parthenon from his home. “We love public art and how democratic 
it is, and exposing both people who love the arts and those who don’t visit museums 
to art by putting it in the heart of the town is very exciting for us. We contacted the Old 
Pasadena Management Association to ask about it, they opened the door for us and 
we tried to make it festive and fun.”

The installation’s second video should be launching this week, featuring what appear 
to be two everyday candles. But when Kritselis’ and Forsyte’s enormous heads slowly 
appear to blow them out in a reference to the air we breathe and the energy we use as 
humans, the tapers suddenly look dwarfed by giants. 

In addition to adding new videos weekly, the pair will improvise like jazz musicians by 
playing with different combinations of imagery within each week. Repeat visitors can 
expect to see completely different presentations throughout the installation, viewable 
from sunset to 1 a.m. daily through Jan. 3. There is even a special Rose Parade-related 
video, likely to feature living roses, in the works. 

“If people get the message, that’s wonderful, but art is sort of my religion and it 
connects me to myself and artists from other centuries,” says Forsyte. “It creates 
an emotional side for myself. Public art like this exhibit creates community, and when 
you’re new to a sight you can start a conversation with a stranger. That’s a wonderful 
thing, and we’re proud to contribute to that.” 



laist
Large-Scale Public Video Art Project to Launch in Pasadena Tonight
December 17, 2009    By Zach Behrens in Art & Entertainment 

The shuttered Gordon Biersch at One Colorado in Pasadena tonight will become a 
canvas to a sloshing rising tide. Other storefront windows and doors in the shopping 
mall and along Fair Oaks Avenue will become screens for jellyfish swimming in trashed 
waters and other images inspired by this quote: “Don’t blow it, a good planet is hard to 
find.”

Local husband-and-wife collaborators Alex Kritselis and Joey Forsyte will launch their 
large-scale, environmentally-themed public video-art installation at 6 p.m. tonight. 
Starting tomorrow through January 3rd, videos will begin playing at sunset through 1 
a.m.

“We hope people see how beautiful the world is,” said Kritselis, who is also the dean 
of Pasadena City College’s Visual Arts and Media Studies Division, “to remind us of 
what we’re trying to preserve. Mostly we hope to seduce viewers into taking time for 
contemplation and seeing something anew by melding the moving image with the ex-
isting architecture. We also like the element of surprise.” The videos will be switched 
out weekly and we hear as the Rose Parade approaches, that theme is expected to be 
projected.

VISIONS
Hellenic Mirages   Fall 1997   By Lawrence Gipe

It is hard to decide to what extent one should dwell on the unmistakable “Greek-ness” 
redolent in the work and person of Alexander Kritsells. The temptation to embrace 
the work via a romantic discourse involving the rich tradition and historical weight of 
Greece, an epoch that can easily flood one’s consciousness with mythological images, 
relevant or not, is prompted all the more by the obvious cultural breadth of the artist. 
If his work could speak, it would do so with an accent as resonant as that of its maker. 
Although Kritselis’s speech is only slightly inflected, he tends to chip off pieces of the 
English language as he talks, rearranging them almost imperceptibly during the course 



of a sentence. Indeed, the artist might be said to approach language as he approaches 
the process of sculpture: freely, with the accent on flexibility rather than on permanence.

Kritselis was well indoctrinated in the values of “permanent” culture before his arrival in 
America in 1973. His training as a sculptor began in 1966, his first year of study under 
the rigorously academic auspices of the Academy of Fine Arts in Athens (from which he 
also received a degree in Historical and Theoretical Studies). He then went on to study 
toward his master’s degree, first in London and later in Florence at the Academia di 
Belle Arte. During these years he traveled extensively in Europe, seeking out as many 
historically significant sculptures as he could find. The experience was valuable, but 
when he went to Paris to see the works of his beloved Rodin for the very first time, he 
suffered a shock: “As soon as the plane landed,” he recalls, “I ran to the Rodin Museum. 
I caught sight of Balzac in the distance, and when I reached it I fell on my knees in front 
of it and … well … I literally got sick. I was so disappointed! I couldn’t believe that that 
was it.”

Although it is unlikely that Kritselis’s 
emetic encounter with Balzac changed 
his attitude toward classical and tradition-
al sculpture, he employs a playful strategy 
when making art that combines materials 
from centuries past (such as bronze) with 
seemingly offhand dashes of colorful 
pattern painting and unorthodox methods 
of presentation. Consider “Summit Over 
Lebanon” (1983-1986), a construction 
that appeared in the artist’s most recent solo exhibition. An amalgam of painted and 
sculpted architectural devices, the piece consists of a one dimensional acrylic image 
flanked by two column-like half -tubes. In a way, it is a typical example of Kritselis’s 
ability to meld a purposely contemporary aesthetic with forms that refer to the past. The 
evolution of the piece, the repeated repainting and arranging, is itself a three-year 
history; the residue of lower layers shimmers behind statuesque images that have 
been slapped with bold pinks and yellows.

Kritselis’s eclectic sense of process manifests itself most vivid in “Pages of Bronze” 
(1984-1987). The base of this piece is an old dictionary stand, a found object that the 

     Summit Over Lebanon 1987, Acrylic on Canvas 
     and denim , 60”x 120”10”



artist has kept and reused for years. This platform has played host to many tableaux; 
“Pages of Bronze” is just another stage in a continual flux.

During Kritselis’s recent show, this construction contained two bronze works. On the 
left, etched and then painted on a bronze slab, was a stylized depiction of the myth-
ological character Odysseus (Ulysses in Latin), bound to the mast of his ship. In the 
myth, Odysseus and his men sailed past the treacherous island of the Sirens. Many 
captains before them had smashed their vessels on the rocks surrounding the islands 
in attempts to hear the Sirens’ irresistible songs more clearly. By plugging the ears of 
his men and tying himself to the mast, Odysseus enabled his ship to safely pass by.

The sexual metaphor that pulsates beneath the surface of the story stemming from 
the notion of sexuality restrained by discipline is implicit in “Pages of Bronze.” The 
sensuous nature of the artist’s work also breathes freely in the construction “Hellenic 
Mirages” – “Smyrna” (1986-1987). It is a piece about coming of age, and it also acts as 
a nexus point for old and new generations for death and emergence. The central figure 
is Kritselis’s grandmother, a key personality in his development. Kritselis grew up in his 
grandparents’ home, where he heard stories of the war between Greece and Turkey, a 
bloody and bitter conflict that had forced the couple to become refugees in the 1920s. 
The word Smyrna in the work’s title is derived from the name of his grandparents’ 
native town, a predominantly Greek community that was emptied of all of its occupants 
during the struggle. Kritselis was raised by the displaced pair, surrounded by a culture 
that had been ravaged by endless hostility from within and without.

The grandmother that exists in “Hellenic Mirages-Smyrna” is almost dowagerlike. Her 
symbolic presence represents the old, proud, and beaten. Kritselis appears twice in the 
work, once as the wooden phallus angled toward the painting and again as the billowing 
spirit that fills the right side of the panel. The latter liberated figure is inexorably tied 
to a feeling of male emergence, of being freed from the restraints of both culture and 
adolescence.

The inevitable shadow to any hopeful liberation is a new set of restraints, replete with 
responsibility and anxiety. As a committed artist in Los Angeles, Alexander Kritselis 
boldly engages in the often painful process of self-examination demanded of any 
producer of art. The undeniable vulnerability that emerges is perhaps the most important 
facet of his work. In opposition to an art world populated by artists possessing a coolly 
detached mindset, Kritselis warmly extends to us a passionate invitation to explore.



ARTWEEK
Exploring An Inheritance  May 2, 1987  By Michael Laurence

Alexander Kritselis redefines history in his show, titled “Hellenic Mirages,” at Stella Po-
laris Gallery. The history he examines and transmogrifies is both his own and that of 
Greece, the country of his birth. Although the techniques and the effects produced differ, 
Kritselis is working in the same manner as contemporary Italian artists such as Sandro 
Chia who, weighed down by their own great art history, recycle emblematic imagery 
from the past into, contemporary statements. Kritselis is an artist who has lived and 
worked in this country for fifteen years, but Greece and his life there continue to be the 
major subjects of his work.

An enormous range of materials and techniques are employed to this end. These 
Include shaped canvases painted with oil and acrylic; canvases to which denim is 
attached and others from which protrudes sticks lashed together with rags; bronze 
objects that Kritselis often draws on with white paint and metal frameworks that support 
carved wood and bronze assemblages. The artist’s background in sculpture is evident 
throughout his work. He generally conveys his Ideas best on a grand scale, and with 
a few exceptions the smaller pieces suggest cartoon sketches for larger works. The 
deliberately harsh and often deliberately crude quality of Kristselis work needs space in 
which to swing its punch.

“Power of the Heart,” three painted wooden panels mounted on sawhorse legs, illustrates 
many of the artist’s methods. The work is big, measuring 86′x70″x44. The central panels 
base is carved out of the Greek columns built up of wooden pieces. This pedestal supports 
a huge heart painted white, which is the source, of blood-red tears that arch up and 
fall across both side panels. The image can be read as combining grief and religious 
connotation of redemption and regeneration. A block house sketches for larger works 
in an empty and divided landscape. Occupies the right panel, and a repeated outline of 
the Greek Clolumn on the left panel offers a view into water. Rising, above the top of the 
work is a painted wooden object that could symbolize the overseeing eye of God or the 
eye of pantocratic Christ.

Another powerful painting titled “Smyrna” is a shaped canvas with an attached wooden 
structure. A triangular inset in the painting encloses an old woman seated on a chair. 
She is painted in glaring neon pinks and yellows, but the positioning of her body and her 



gesturing hands speak of loss and unhappiness. The artist states that this is a portrait of 
his grandmother. She could stand for all the Greeks who were driven from their homes 
in Asia Minor in the massacres of 1922. She is the lonely “Displaced Person,” the refugee 
made personal, and she casts a long shadow. A massive wooden object rises from the 
gallery floor, at its point of attachment to the canvas, an overarching painted figure begins. 
This dancing nude man dominates the work, rising up and out of the picture plane in 
the golds, reds and oranges of icons. The artist implies that this is a self-portrait that 
represents his own history.

The wooden object in Smyrna, built up 
of small pieces of wood, is repeated 
in another form within other works. In 
these, it becomes a replica of a Greek 
amphitheater. Visiting or merely coming 
upon many famous or seldom used amphi-
theaters during the years in which I lived 
in Greece always brought a visual and 
emotional thrill. There was a sense of 
the continuity of history and a connection 
with the distant past. This same sense 
of the layers of antiquity experienced 
simultaneously within the present 
permeates Kritselis’s art. His amphi-
theaters are very special places but also 
physical facts. He plays with the visual 
idea of the positive/negative space this 
shape creates and further, relates it to 
various human anatomical parts.

 Kritselis not only allows the flow of Greece’s 
antiquity to inform his work, he appropriates, from a range of other source. These 
include everything from the semisurreal enclosing forms of George Tooker to neo-
expressionist animals a variation, on Danial Buren’s striped wallpaper. Although the 
subject of his work is highly serious, Kritselis, like the nude figure in Smyrna, dances 
powerfully, lightly and at times erotically clothed in a panoply of techniques.

         Smyrna 1987 | Oil on Wood, Bronze and Cloth 
86’x70”x44
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LOS ANGELES TIMES: STELLA POLARIS
Beverly Hills: Stella Polaris   April 17, 1987   By Colin Garner

A Greek-born painter who has lived in the United States since 1973 Alexander Kristselis 
makes what he calls “Hellenic Mirages.” These dreamlike visions of childhood memories 
draw upon recurring images of the artist’s refugee grandmother, a war-torn country 
grappling with an uncertain future in contrast to its glorious past, and the role of the 
artist himself, as both symbolic salve for historical wounds and creator of fleeting, often 
unintelligible fragments.

One could interpret the work as a form of Surreal nostalgia with re-Al over-tones, but 
Kritselis is careful to muddy an easy 
reading. Large canvases bulge into 
three-dimensional relief, subverting 
the integrity of the flat picture plane. 
Paintings are hinged away from the 
gallery wall, as if to suggest that deeper 
truths lie behind the shortcomings of 
the creative act.

Painted sculptures in bronze, wood 
and metal hover in an ambiguous 
conceptual space, partly parasitical 
to the paintings, partly independent 
Kristselis blurs the border between 
their functions as memory fetishes and 
artworks. Such idiosyncrasies save 
Kristselis from sinking into the sort of 
expressionistic mannerism that usually 
dogs work of this kind. The work’s innate 
honesty saves it from sentimentality. 
(Stella Polaris, 445 S. Beverly Drive, 
to May 16.)

Smyrna 1987 | Oil on Wood, Bronze and Cloth 



Stella Polaris  Summer 1987  By Lawrence Gipe

If the US has the global reputation for embodying an acute sense of amnesia when 
it comes to cultural heritage, then Los Angeles is the nexus; the city acts as a virtual 
Charybdis for history and tradition. The tremendous influx of artists from other countries 
has created a powerful art current that often finds itself struggling with its own ethnicity – 
treading the thin line between Freedom from tradition and the disposability of culture. It 
is in this state of opposing values that the Greek artist Alexander Kritselis must function.

“How can you be an abstract ex-
pressionist, ” he states,” when you’ve 
grown up with a view of the Parthenon 
through your windows?”. For Kritselis, 
the question is essentially symbolic, 
but it is a telling one; the aesthetic 
tension that inevitably develops between 
one of America’s more heroic and 
most exported art movements and the 
stern academic tradition that domi-
nated his education has continually 
crept into his process. The few splat-
ter-and-drip signifies that he employs, 
are balanced by a more than sufficient 
dose of discipline. Kritselis’s work is, 
ultimately, more about time and his-
tory than urgency a reconciliation that 
allows the work to unfold before us 
with a sensitive and wholly subjective 
awareness of its own beauty and cultural weightiness.

Still, Kritselis takes advantage of his detachment from Greece to add, rearrange and 
splinter symbolic materials and forms that relate back to his homeland. Columns and 
bronze tableaux all appear, but they have been modulated; for example, the painting 
“Summit over Lebanon” 1983, is fanked by three-dimensional, column-like half-tubes 
and, even though the figures drawn on them have a distinctly monumental quality, they 
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  Hellinic Mirages 1987, Mixed media 86”x 70”44”



are painted brashly and off-handedly in vivid pinks and blues. Most typically, any given 
painted construction acts as a coalescence for conflicting attitudes: the application of 
inculcated technical skills contrasts with the desire to subvert deft technique (a beautifully 
crafted bronze, for instance, incorporates the “flushing” – the excess spillage left over 
from the fabrication process).

In the end, however, it is Kritselis’s ability to cap into personal areas of his own that 
draw us towards the work. The intermingling of his own history with that of his country’s 
desperate struggles of the last century sets up a poetic, and powerful, metaphorical 
relationship, that allows viewers to enter the work on many levels.

Kritselis demonstrates to us how the past can become a relevant issue through paint-
ing. We are conscious of what has been because Kritselis has lived it. He is not skittish 
about putting faith in his audience or allowing his vulnerability to emerge. If his work 
leads us down corridors that may be murky and undefined, if an awkward form or ges-
ture gives us pause, it is only because we are on his territory – peering into an imagi-
nation that is not our own.

Alexander Kritselis   April 1983   By Betty Brown  

The painterly energy of Alexander Kritselis premier L.A. exhibit ties him to Neo-Expression-
ism but, as Suzanne Muchnic notes, “he draws and paints too well to fit that move-
ment’s infatuation with sloppiness, and the tone of his work is not apocalyptic anguish 

but romantic memory.” Kritselis 
grew up in Greece, studied in 
Athens, London. and Florence, 
and currently teaches in San 
Marcos, Texas. But he spent 
much of last year in Los Ange-
les, and hopes to return on a more 
permanent basis soon. Certainly 
Los Angeles has influenced his 
work.

Perhaps the most striking of his 
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“Beyond Positing”, A personal journey



nine large canvaset is “California Piece”, which depicts a red- roofed temple (a temple 
to art? to West Coast culture?) above a maze of fiverine highways that tunnel through 
a rich green hill. A proscenium of four decorative palms prefaces the temple. A color 
photograph of indefinite subject matter curls up and over the long, dotted shadows cast 
by the trees. A tiny orange boat is tied up to a harbor by two spiked cacti. Above the 
boat, and before the brilliant gold sky. a blue freeway arcs and then drops to join the 
river-arteries below. The fish inhabiting the waterways are stenciled over with chalky 
skeletal forms that echo the shapes of World War Two bombs. Are the fish memento 
mori, pretty allusions to the killing pollution that plagues our land and sea? Or do they 
refer to the more recent (and too much more deadly) atomic bombs constructed and 
exploded in the Southwest’s underground? If so, their message belies the joyous naivete, 
the almost folk-art exuberance of “California Piece.”

Kritselis only presents his mystical data; he does not interpret them. You are left with 
beautifully rendered, magically considered, and narratively posed objects, set before 
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LOS ANGELES TIMES  January 28, 1983   By Suzanne Muchnic

Greek artist Alexander Kristselis makes a splashy entrance in a show of big multi-part 
paintings mostly based on childhood experiences. “California Piece” is a fanciful view 
of a visit here, but Classical temple, Mediterranean islands 
and dreams of domestic security and youthful adventure 
are the layered subjects in paintings comprised of spatial 
flip-flops, juxtaposed canvases and wood constructions.

The force of Kritselis art puts him in league with Neo 
Expressionism but he draws and paints too well to fit 
that movement’s infatuation with sloppiness, and the 
tone of his work in not apocalyptic anguish but romantic 
memory. Certain images recall Max Ernst and Giorgio de 
Chirico forms owe a debt to Jasper Johns, among others 
Beyond the bravura and dependence on other artists 
however one has to admire the evidence of classical 
training absorbed and adapted to in individuals vocabulary.

   “San Sebastian” Wall Instillation 
Wood, plaster 

and silver paint on wall



In stunning contrast to Kristselis noisy work are tiny still lifes by Nick Foskovich immaculately 
painted in oil on blocks of wood. In each he assembles three or four objects along the 
angle where wall joins table and often breaks the horizon with a vertical strip at the 
right. Boskovich is a virtuoso at his chasm genres it’s sad that he sometimes seems at 
a loss for what to say with his skill and all that satiny beauty. He proves himself capable 
of eloquence in the rosily haunting “Good Friday” and in the formal connections of “Me 
Finished Cup”.

MORNING FREE PRESS
Communication Via Photography   January 20, 1979   By Helen Varopoulou

The exhibitions of Alexander Kritselis and Gianni Simiriotis, which opened in Athens, 
demonstrate two different ways that photographic material can be used for communication 
and as an information carrier.

Kritselis, painter and sculptor,, exhibits several series of Photographs which describe 
interior/exterior spaces and human conditions. In these environments and conditions, 
“the people, spaces and things present separate but composed times of my life. They 
are at the roots of my work and function like a bridge between the viewer and my environ-
ment,” the artist himself has written on the poster of his show.

On the other hand, Simiriotis……..

In the first case (Kritselis) the photograph is an object-memory and it is tightly connected 
with one person, the artist. Yet it is transformed to a medium, a tool for communicating 
information, so that the spectator is called to search for specific information in these 
photographs, to be able to translate the sculptures and paintings.

In both exhibitions the value of the photograph is derived from the quantity and the 
quality of information which has been included. Kritselis and Simiriotis both make a 
kind of reportage. The first (Kritselis) documents specific spaces and movements. The 
second. (Simiriotis) freezes only a few seconds from the informative artistic and other 
television-like broadcasts. In no one case is a single photograph presented to the 
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viewer by itself. On the contrary, the photograph belongs in a cohesive group and becomes 
a compositional element or a carrier system of meaning. In Kritselis’ case the interventions 
are double. The artist is organizing the sets of his images and forming horizontal and 
vertical rows-relationships among the photographs, while in the meantime he isolates 
in them a small “frame, it a detail he is interested in emphasizing, Simiriotis….

Kritselis’ and Smiriotis’ propositions are closely related to the works of other artists 
from around the world, who belong to the meaning-content oriented art movement. 
Their propositions relate especially to the work of those artists who prefer to record 
with photographic means processes (physical or mechanical) involved with time progression 
as an element, attempting to make “especially visible” or to point out “invisible” elements 
at the first glance.

To these artists, photography exists always as a means which channels the individual 
to an idea and not as an aesthetic goal. It is definitely connected with time duration 
and chronological events. It proposes a new type of relation between the artist and his 
viewers: The artist transfers through his “works of art” some truth which he possesses. 
Simply, he organizes the method of communicating by challenging the viewer to study 
a number of documents which reflect social experiences and activities.

“Trojan War”, Flakope Instillation View


